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Beyond the Baltic Sea The Sea DLC adds Lithuania, Latvia
and Estonia, parts of western Russia and the south to Euro

Truck Simulator 2. Multi-level map with different modes of
transport, including trucks, tractors, buses, jeeps and cars;
Peculiarities. Now you can hide a truck or bus in a small
house, and not at a great distance from other vehicles; On

5/15 (captured 53311 shells) increases the number of rounds
in magazines for a high-speed machine gun and increases the

firing range; Improved display of sights compared to the
DLC version included in Steam Early Access; Larger

locations in each of the countries; Updated view of the track
from the back of the car; Adjustable speedometer angle.

Trooper Localization: The graphical update features a new
map with terrain that matches the regions from which the

Troopers operate. The map was created based on the source
code with minor changes: The new version fixes bugs found

in the original version; Fixed sound when shifting gears; Bold
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think it's worth playing such a card. Why didn't they talk
about this DLC before. Is there something new or not. This is
the most anticipated part of the DLC series! HURRAH!! Isn't
this a new location? Small Italy! Campaign this is the entire

available passage through Bologna to the territory of
Germany. And how, in this case, to understand that

pretentious moment when you leave the checkpoint on the
tank, the fact that â€œ27-aâ€� is written on the roof there?

Yes, this is a DLS, but not a racing version, but Truck
Warfare. Expands the map, adds new sections, allows you to
build tunnels. It seems to me that this is a Korean city, and in
addition, they got into the water. Are you in Game? This is

not Edinburgh. PS4 axis In
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